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AMROHA Engineering Inc. extends IRIS Scanning features code-named Catcher-in-the-EyeTM from 
its security systems portfolio in to business process management systems. 

San Francisco, California – 13 January 2011 – Amroha Engineering, Inc. introduced today its new 
automation tools employing iris identification for use in AEI’s business process management systems. 

Iris Scanning has been in active use for over a decade in access control and security applications at 
world’s largest airports’ departures and arrivals, and at the immigration and emigration controls at the 
borders.  Iris images provide a positive identity verification mechanism.  AEI’s new automation tools 
seek to extend the high quality identification available from iris scanning to business process management 
in a variety of commercial applications, including but not limited to financial applications such as banking 
ATMs.  One major advantage of using iris scanning for identification in various business processes is the 
throughput at control points, which reduces a business’ operating costs. 

Mr. Shams Naqvi, CEO of AEI, stated, "We are pleased that our Iris Scanning tools offering is set to 
potentially reduce the cost of products and services by improving human throughputs at various control 
points in a business process.  We estimate that our tools will improve human throughput by at least 3 
minutes per pass, which is expected to improve throughput costs by nearly 0.9 – 1.2 % in a medium 
traffic environment." 

Application-specific pricing for Iris Scanning tools and integration services are available upon request. 

About Amroha Engineering Inc. 

AEI, incorporated in 1993, is a systems engineering and integration firm, engaged in ODM/OEM 
manufacturing of industrial computers and servers, while as a system integrator providing enterprise-level 
solutions and products for the entertainment, financial, medical, and security verticals. Clients of AEI’s 
diverse solutions include Pakistan Airport Security Force, Alliance Home Healthcare Inc., a partnership 
of WagerWorks Inc. and MGM-Mirage, among others.  AEI is headquartered in Richmond, California. In 
Pakistan, AEI operates through its Pakistani marketing arm, Exipromo International (Pakistan) Ltd. 
 
For further information, please contact the following: 
Amroha Engineering Inc. 
Attention:  Mr. Shams Naqvi 
5210 Cutter Lane, Richmond, CA 94803, USA 
Tel: (510) 223-2100   
Marketing@naqvigroup.com 

Exipromo International 
209 Hassan Chambers, Bohri Road 
Karachi, Pakistan 
Attn: Mr. Qamar Naqvi (+92)(213) 231-6113 
Marketing.pk@naqvigroup.com

Legal Notices – “Safe Harbor Notice” 

This press release includes statements that may constitute “forward-looking” statements, usually 
containing the words “believe,” “estimate,” “project,” “expect,” “should,” or similar expressions. These 
statements are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act 
of 1995. Forward-looking statements inherently involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 
results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements. Factors that would cause or contribute to 
such differences include, but are not limited to, continued acceptance of the Company's products and 
services in the marketplace, the ability of the Company to develop effective new products and receive 
governmental approvals of such products, competitive factors, dependence upon third-party vendors, and 
other risks detailed in the Company's periodic report filings with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. By making these forward-looking statements, the Company undertakes no obligation to 
update these statements for revisions or changes after the date of this release. 


